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    Poll Quiz - Guns: guns-polls.csv
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            This table contains the data behind the quiz Do You Know Where America Stands On Guns?

guns-polls.csv contains the list of polls about guns that we used in our quiz. All polls have been taken after February 14, 2018, the date of the school shooting in Parkland, Florida.

        
    



    
    Data license:
        
            CC Attribution 4.0 License
        
    
    ·
        Data source: 
            
        fivethirtyeight/data on GitHub
    
    ·
        About: 
            
        simonw/fivethirtyeight-datasette
    
    






    1 row
        where URL = "https://morningconsult.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180217_crosstabs_POLITICO_v1_DK-1.pdf"
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rowid
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URL
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URL
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                Sort...
Sort by rowid
Sort by Question
Sort by Start
Sort by End
Sort by Pollster
Sort by Population
Sort by Support
Sort by Republican Support
Sort by Democratic Support
Sort by URL
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    ✎ View and edit SQL



This data as json, copyable, CSV (advanced)
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            	https://morningconsult.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180217_crosstabs_POLITICO_v1_DK-1.pdf · 1 ✖
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	54	54	stricter-gun-laws	2/22/18	2/26/18	Morning Consult	Registered Voters	68	53	89	https://morningconsult.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/180217_crosstabs_POLITICO_v1_DK-1.pdf









    
        Advanced export

        JSON shape:
            default,
            array,
            newline-delimited
        

        
            
                CSV options:
                 download file
                
                
                
                
                    
                
                    
                
            

        

    




    CREATE TABLE "poll-quiz-guns/guns-polls" (
"Question" TEXT,
  "Start" TEXT,
  "End" TEXT,
  "Pollster" TEXT,
  "Population" TEXT,
  "Support" INTEGER,
  "Republican Support" INTEGER,
  "Democratic Support" INTEGER,
  "URL" TEXT
);








Powered by Datasette
· Queries took 8.388ms

    · Data license:
        
            CC Attribution 4.0 License
        
    
    ·
        Data source: 
            
        fivethirtyeight/data on GitHub
    
    ·
        About: 
            
        simonw/fivethirtyeight-datasette
    







